
 

 

Curriculum Intent:  
Design and Technology  

 
 
At Wood End, we believe  
Design and Technology (DT)  
should be rewarding and  
accessible for all pupils.   
 
We aim to ensure children: 
 

 Design purposeful, functional, appealing products for themselves and other users based on design 
criteria. 

 Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through talking, drawing, templates, mock-ups 
and, where appropriate, information and communication technology. 

 Select from and use a range of tools, equipment and materials to perform practical tasks. 

 Explore and evaluate a range of existing products and their own products against design criteria. 

 Build structures, explore and use mechanisms. 
 
How Is DT Taught at Wood End?  
 
We deliver DT through enhanced Continuous Provision from Early Years through to Year 2. 
 
To promote experimentation, problem-solving and accessibility for all, we ensure there are continuous 
opportunities to experience DT throughout the school, including: woodwork, material/sewing and food 
technology stations. The teaching of safety practices when using tools and equipment is paramount and 
pupils must show good practice prior to use. Within KS1, DT is carefully planned into topics every other half 
term, focusing on progression between the year groups. However, with Continuous Provision, children are 
offered constant access to tools, equipment and materials to encourage independent exploration of their 
own and others products.   
 
The children participate in DT focused topic launches and Christmas party food preparation activities. 
 
What Does DT Look Like at Wood End?  
 
We want all children to design, make and evaluate their products in an environment that promotes creative 
risk-taking and enjoyment.   
 
It is our intent to enable children to learn how to problem solve and show resilience through trial and error 
in their learning. We want all children to progress and explore their creative skills with increasing 
independence, understanding and enjoyment. 
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